UTV and Side-by-Side
OBDII Gauge Installation Instructions
Option 1: Single Gauge
5’ Wire Harness
(included)
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Option 2: Multiple Gauges

LYNX Splitter

*Connects three LYNX gauges
to one diagnostic plug; multiple
splitters can be connected.
Sold separately.
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Option 3: Additional Sensored Gauges (ex: oil psi, oil temp)
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Instructions:

1. Mount gauge in desired location.
2. Connect included cable to wire harness on back of gauge
3. Locate vehicle’s diagnostic plug.
4. Remove protective cap from diagnostic plug (only on some models).
5. Connect gauge harness to diagnostic plug.
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Note: LYNX gauges are compatible with Polaris & Can-Am,
but for illustration purposes Polaris connectors were used as
examples. Can-Am connectors are shown above.
Note: LYNX gauges are not compatible with all vehicles.
Questions concerning the compatibility of a LYNX gauge with
your vehicle? Contact support@speedhut.com
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